
Colours can be selected from the RAL 
shades or other textured shades from 
the Akzo Nobel Futura range.

 Dimensions

|LIVE RANGE

2 place table
Weight:  127 kg.

V210311

 Presentation
Sineu Graff has joined forces with Fred Terry (designer at Stoa architectural agency, Marseille, France) to create the Live range. 
Together, we have developed an attractive and original range that offers exclusive modularity. It can be installed in many 
locations: urban areas, areas in the tertiary sector (industrial parks, schools, universities, campuses, open air outlets, holiday 
villages, campsites, etc…).

 Description
The tables are made of a 10 mm mechanically-welded steel structure, onto which wooden slats are fixed (2 slats 38 x 130 mm 
slats per seat fixed with screws for wood).

The 4 place table is fitted with a central extension, fixed to the structure with tamper-proof screws and nuts, which can be 
removed using an open-end wrench or a special socket key.

The tables can be fitted with a 10 mm HPL game board (chess, draughts, noughts and crosses or ludo board printings). The 
boards are fixed to the structure with tamper-proof screws.

Our wood is sourced exclusively from sustainably managed forests. We work with PEFC labelled wood, indicating its local origin, 
or with FSC © labeled exotic woods or materials, which comply with the due diligence EUTR procedure (European Union timber 
regulation).

Stained wood: after the application of a flow coat, the wood is coated with an aqueous, solvent-free wood stain emulsion to 
guarantee added protection and durability.

For optimum protection against rust and long-term performance, the steel elements are zinc coated first, and go through our 
powder blast process (after having being cleaned and shot-blasted, the parts are coated with a primary layer of epoxy powder, 
followed by a second layer of polyester powder).

4 metal rods (not included) are required for the 2 place table so that the item can be fixed to a concrete structure, which is to be 
prepared in advance (8 for the 4 place table).
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Live 2 place table 
Ref. 15 1220 without game board
Ref. 15 1220 ECH* with chess board

Colours:
Wood: walnut shade
Metal: water blue RAL 5021

2x Live 2 place table 
Ref. 2x 15 1220 without game board
Ref. 15 1220+15 1220 MOR* with noughts and crosses board

Colours:
Wood: walnut shade
Metal: Mars

Live 4 place table with extension
Ref. 15 1240 without game board
Ref. 15 1240 TFP* with ludo board

Colours:
Wood: walnut shade
Metal: pastel orange RAL 2003

* Model displayed

Options / non-contractual pictures
With chess board Ref. 15 1xxx ECH
With draughts board Ref. 15 1xxx DAM
With noughts and crosses board Ref. 15 1xxx MOR
With ludo board Ref. 15 1xxx TFP
Without game board Ref. 15 1xxx

4 place table with extension
Weight:  277 kg.

Game boards
Dimensions: 330 x 330 mm

Weight: 1,65 kg
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Live 2 place bench 
Ref. 15 1120

Colour:
Wood: exotic, non-stained
Metal: Raja sandblasted

 Dimensions
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V210311

 Presentation
Sineu Graff has joined forces with Fred Terry (designer at Stoa architectural agency, Marseille, France) to create the Live range. 
Together, we have developed an attractive and original range that offers exclusive modularity. It can be installed in many 
locations: urban areas, areas in the tertiary sector (industrial parks, schools, universities, campuses, open air outlets, holiday 
villages, campsites, etc…).

The unlimited configurations offered by this original furniture create a lively and dynamic touch to any space!

 Description
The furniture are made from a 10 mm single mechanically-welded steel structure, onto which wooden slats are fixed (2 slats 38 
x 130 mm slats per seat fixed with wood screws).

Our wood is sourced exclusively from sustainably managed forests. We work with PEFC labelled wood, indicating its local origin, 
or with FSC © labelled exotic woods or materials, or comply with the due diligence EUTR procedure (European Union timber 
regulation).

Stained wood: after the application of a flow coat, the wood is coated with an aqueous, solvent-free wood stain emulsion to 
guarantee added protection and durability.

For optimum protection against rust and long-term performance, the steel elements are zinc coated first, and go through our 
powder blast process (after having being cleaned and shot-blasted, the parts are coated with a primary layer of epoxy powder, 
followed by a second layer of polyester powder).

2 metal rods (not included) are required for the 2 place seat (2 for the perch seat, 2 for the high table), so that the items can be 
fixed to a concrete structure, which is to be prepared in advance (8 for the 4 place table).

Live high table 
Ref. 15 1300

Colour:
Metal: Telemagenta RAL 4010

Live perch seat 
Ref. 15 1150

Colours:
Wood: walnut shade
Metal: Telemagenta RAL 4010

Colours can be selected from the RAL 
shades or other textured shades from 
the Akzo Nobel Futura range.

Perch seat
Weight: 54 kg.

High table 
Weight: 100 kg.

2 place bench
Weight: 51 kg.

Wood stains
available
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